New models for advanced laparoscopic suturing: taking it to the next level.
Current simulations for laparoscopic suturing do not reflect the complexity of the skills required in the operating room. The purpose of this study was to develop three novel advanced suturing tasks with assessment metrics and to collect validity evidence for their measures of suturing skill. We developed three tasks based on training gaps identified through a previous needs assessment: needle handling (NH), suturing under tension (UT), and continuous suturing (CS). Minimally invasive surgeons (MIS) and senior surgical residents (SR) completed these tasks and a questionnaire regarding their educational value. Performance was assessed by two raters based on time and accuracy. Validity was assessed by comparing performance according to the level of training and self-reported experience. The inter-rater reliability and internal consistency of the tasks were calculated. Thirty-one subjects (13 MIS, 18 SR) were enrolled in the study (median age 32; 77% male). Compared to the SR group, the MIS group had significantly greater scores on all tasks. While all MIS surgeons completed the three tasks within the allotted time, six (33%) residents could not complete at least one out of the three tasks. Laparoscopic suturing experience correlated positively with the scores of all tasks (NH 0.51, UT 0.70, CS 0.65. p < 0.01). Inter-rater reliability for all tasks was 0.99, and internal consistency was 0.80. The majority of participants agreed that the tasks were relevant to practice, helped improve technical competence, and adequately measured suturing ability. This study provides validity evidence for three novel advanced laparoscopic suturing tasks. Performance on all tasks correlated significantly with training level and self-reported experience. Integrating these tasks into educational curricula may help improve residents' suturing skills and better prepare residents for the operating room.